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for the entire home, but even with such
low loads, they needed an HVAC system
that could operate in two zones.
The Mitsubishi Electric system, using
split-ductless units, offered that capability
while minimizing any room-to-room
variance in temperature within the zones.
Perunko and Healy were able to meet
climate-control goals with three ductless,
wall-mounted units. Since the first level
of the home spans over 60 feet, two
wall-mounted units are at opposite ends
to combat hot and cold spots. The total
load of the downstairs units is 8,000 BTU.
Upstairs, one wall-mounted unit, with a
4,000 BTU load, is likely to be used more
for cooling demand.

Designing and building our own house was an opportunity to find the
balance and harmony between the three intersecting areas of our work:
the handmade house, modern architectural forms and a commitment to
high-performance building standards.
— Mela Breen, Atmosphere Design Build
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ACCOMPLISHING
NET ZERO

Based on energy modeling that the firm
did in the WUFI modeling program, along
with the required California State Title 24
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energy calculations, it was determined
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photovoltaic system to reach zero-net
energy usage. However, given that
the all-electrical house has an air
tightness level of .55 ACH/50, triplepane windows, superior insulation and
has an extremely efficient mechanical
system, it is projected that the 6.5 kW
roof-mounted photovoltaic system will
provide an excess of energy (netpositive) over a year. The hope is that at
some point there will be an electric car
to charge.
“The goal isn’t to just put a lot of solar
panels on a roof; it’s to use as little
energy as possible and then offset the
energy use to create a zero-net energy
home that is also comfortable and
healthy,” said Breen.
Breen and Good moved into the home
in late December 2018 with their two
sons and have since enjoyed the
benefits of Zoned Comfort Solutions,
noting the quiet operation, simple user
interface and of course, energy-efficient
performance. And as the designer
and builder behind the home, they
have the added appreciation for the
consideration that went into selecting
its high-performance components,
mechanical systems included.
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EQUIPMENT
 (2) MSZ-FH06NA Wall-Mounted Indoor Units

 (1) MSZ-FH09NA Wall-Mounted Indoor Unit

 (2) MUZ-FH06NA Hyper-Heating Outdoor Units

 (1) MUZ-FH09NA Hyper-Heating Outdoor Unit
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